Tuition waiver and scholarship up to IDR 16,000,000/month

**SHARING SESSION**

"STUDY AND SCHOLARSHIP IN NCU"

**10.00 AM, TUESDAY, NOV 5, 2019**

- Dr. Chun-Guen Wu (Professor of Department Chemistry)
- Dr. Yonggun Jun (Associate Professor of Department of Physics)
- Dr. Liang, De-Ron (Professor of Department of Computer Science and Information Engineering)

Participant: S1/S2 Department of Chemistry  
S1/S2 Department of Physics  
S1/S2 Department of Computer Science and Electronics

Venue:
- Meeting Room Department Physics  
- Meeting Room Department Computer Science and Electronics  
- Multimedia Room Department Chemistry

JOINT: https://forms.gle/YgXCgrwZPwjRP1KK8